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the people who thrive on power, yet are uncomfortable with themselves, find it within their limitations to create drama within the fiefdoms that they monopolize. at the end of the day, samar realizes that he is in
the same club with the rest of the gang, and he too is locked in the power struggle. the two leads are simply complementary parts of the same jigsaw. if you go on, you realize katrina's personality becomes

more expressive and real. she has better dialogues, though the overdramatic situations can be tiresome. their every move is tightly scripted, and the sombre emotions are convincing. without fail, they
command your attention and they hold it until the end. they are equally convincing in touching and dramatic moments. among the cast, she is particularly convincing. while katrina is a larger-than-life heroine,

aditi rao hydari is a good foil. she has a solid, yet colorless role that is well-choreographed. the younger brother samar is his wisecracking self. raghuvaran's directorial note is to go for the scene-by-scene
execution. many scenes in the movie are shot in rapid-fire succession. while this might be good for the action, it is not a very effective strategy for the screenplay. the dialogues are overdrafted and often the
result is muddled. the dialogue scenes can be tedious and repetitive. the second half flows along smoothly. but then it suddenly goes into a predictable melodrama. without the taut script, the power politics

would have been overplayed and depressing. the power dynamics and the nuances would have been lost. the film is gripping, but has a confusing denouement that doesn't tie it up neatly.
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